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3. ovorsight of tho installation and acceptance testing of 
equipment 

4. distribution and maintenance of software 

5. user training 

6. design and dovelopment of special 
controllers etc 

purpose interfaces 

7. a hardHare mai.fltenance service on PDP11/03 and PDP11/34 
equipment or special equipment developed by the C~ntre 

8. development of application programs to user requirements 

9. the provision of network softwdre. 

I believe it would be true to say that the significant progress 
that has been achieved to date has resulted from a real spirit of 
eo-operation that has existed betweon the staff of the Centre and 
departmental staff. It would also be appropriate for mo to state here 
my thanks to the staff of the Computer Centro involved in tooling up 
to provide these nm,z services. 

As you knOVI the Prentioe Computer Centre must balance its budget 
by recelvlng revenue for services provided. It would not be correct 
for the costs of supporting departmental mini-computers to be met by 
PDP10 users. TIle work associated with the purchase and installation 
of computing equipment and the distribution and maintenance of 
standard systems software is providE~d as a non-charged service to 
departments. It is necessary however to levy charges for specific 
services such as hardware nmintenance and these are surnraarised 
o+s8Hhere in this newsletter. 

A further ingredient to success is tho involvement of users with 
each other and with tho CentrE:. I 8m personally very pleased that the 
User Group has nOH been ostablished under the capable chairmanship of 
Bob Owen. A vibrant user group will go a long way to ensure that 
ideas are circulated, that wh0els are not reinvented yet again, that 
problem &roas and solutions found by some are known by all and that 
there is a consensus on matturs impacting on future policies. 

It would be fair to say that \10 do have some resource constraints 
and it is not always possible for the; Centro to respond as quickly as 
some of our users vlould like. Nevertheless, much can be achicvE)d by 
mutual respect and co-operation . ~:ihat I can say is that I and tho 
staff of the Centre will do all that we can to meet our 
responsibilitiE:s to assist departments in the e:ffectivo application of 
the now comput.ing resources nOH available. 
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Program testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but 
never to show their absence! 

E.W. Dijkstra 

In retrospect we must rate FORTRAN as a successful coding 
technique, but with very few effective aids to conception, aids which 
are now so urgently needed that time has come to consider it out of 
date. The sooner we can forget that FORTRAN ever existed, the better, 
for as a vehicle of thought it is no longer adequate; it wastes our 
brainpower and it is too risky and therefore too expensive to use. 

E.\~. Dijkstra in 'The Humble Programmer' CACH October 1972 

2.0 CONPUTIIJG DEVELOPNENTS IN THE UNIVERSITY 

\ihen I first came to the Computer Centre in late 1972 I, in 
common with many of my colleagues, was concerned that there was a 
total reliance for computing on the central computing resource and 
that mini-comput8rs were not greatly in evidence. The first positive 
and vital step came in 1973 when it was recognised that equipment 
funds should be separately included in the 1976-78 triennium 
submission for departmental computing equipment. Such funds were 
first able to be distributed by the Computing Policy Committee in 
1977. Thoy were added to from other funds available to departments 
and in late 1977 a nur;1ber of departments Ol"dered PDP11/34 and PDP11/03 
mini-computers covering a wide range of disciplines within the 
University. At the same time a start was made on the replacement and 
enhancement of the central PDP1055 system and the new PDP1090 system 
was operational in April 1978. At the 10\,/"e1'" end of the computing 
equipment scale microprocessors are becoming more widely used for 
specific tasks in a number of areas within the University. 

At least therofore we do have a much linproved capacity and range 
of computing resource within the UniverSity. The challenge will be to 
use the equipment appropriately and demonstrate to those who are 
responsible within the University that the investment in computing 
equiprilcnt has provided worthl-mile gains in teaching and research. 

The Prentice Computer Centre as the computing support unit of the 
University of Queensland and Griffith University has a responsibility 
to provide services and assistance to departments so that they may 
move ahead with their applications without a great deal of technical 
or administrative inertia. Such services include: 

1. initial consultation on the 
configurations 

appropriate equipment 

2. the ordering of equipment (where possible by collective 
purchase under contract) 
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3.0 fIANDS OFF EQUIPl1ENT UlJDER ACCEPTAt-lCE ~ OR CONTRACT NAINTENANCE 

I gUGSS it is fairly obvious that any intcrfcrenco with the 
equipment during acceptanco tests could make it very difficult for us 
to force th8 supplier to meat the obligations of the contract. 

If you have a maintenance contract with us then I hope you will 
agree that it is not profitable to try to fix the systom yourself. 
Our maintenance charges ara very low and include no allowance for user 
education on trying to fix faults. khan you wish to connect user 
supplied equipment to the systcm please obtain our advice first. It 
is probably worth paying us for a couple of hours of work to connect 
the equipment. 

The following conditions therefore apply: 

(a) whon a dopartment has authorised the Centre to conduct acceptance 
tests on their behalf only approved Computer Centre staff and DEA 
staff members arc perfllittcd access to the system until a partial 
or full acceptance certificate has been issued (excepting of 
course situations of emergency). 

(b) where a system is covered by a Computer Centre ~aintonance 
Contract any inb3rfcrence with the hardware or the connection of 
devices to tho system by the user is at tho user's risk and 
expenSE; . 

4 . a PDP 11 USEfiS GROUP nm-iS 

4 . 1 Inaugural ~'leeting Report 

Th8 Inaugural heoting of th8 PDP-11 USGrs Group was held on 16th 
t'1ay with 17 repres8ntatives fr'om various departments attending. 

The meeting adopted the constitution circulated in the HinilHicro 
Newsletter No. 2 (April) and elected the following people to its 
executive. 

Chairman: 
Secretary: 

Coll1l1ittee HemblJrs: 

Bob Chlcn (Phannacy) 8xtension 2352 
Al Henderson (Computer Science) 
Gxtension 3003 
George Cooper (Physics) 
John Fairbairn (Griffith University) 
Geoff Smith (Social & Prevo Nedicine) 
Arthur Hartwig (Prentice Computer Centre) 
Col Lythall (Prentice Computer Centre) 

In the discussion which followed, it vms decided to investigate 
affiliation with DECUS and to hold regular muatings vlith talks on 
subjects of interest to members. 
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The next public meeting of the PDP 11 User Group will be on 
Tuesday July 11 at 2. OOpm in room 2. 14 of the Hawken Building. The 
meeting will discuss with representatives of the Computer Centre the 
Network Development proposal published by the Computer Centre in 
Newsletter 229 dated 20 ['jay. All those interested in the University 
network or the connection of mini-computers to the central computer 
are invited to attend. 

Following the nett-lork discussion opportunity will be given for 
departments to report on the progress of installation of their PDP11s 
and any problems encounterod. 

5.0 REQUEST FOR CO-ORDINATION = TELL US NOT DEA 

~1any PDP-11 users may not be aware that, as part of the agreement 
to purchase the PDP-lO, Digital Equipment provided the University with 
a special licence for a Hide range of PDP-11 softuare. 

In effect tha Pr'ontico Computer Centre has one single supported 
licence which allows it to distribute the softv~arG to any department 
~vith a PDP-11. 

The basis of this spacial agreement is that the Prentice Computer 
Centre will prOV1QC sofbJare support for' PDP~ 11' s at the University 
and co-ordinate all quorios from the UnivorEJity to DEA, hopefully 
resolving many of tho problems bofore they reach DBA. Indeed special 
co.mmunicationDarraDf~(;JJeQts have bc~ntsotluP bot(lc:en the aODraooriato centre ana ,t;A stan" {"o on sure r-na a1 prOD.LemS arc reso.L ve J.n tne 
minimu.'U time. 

PDP-11 users arG asked to assist us to honour our side of this 
agreement by directing all qU8r'ics on PDP-11's to the Centre; Col 
Lythall for hardware and Arthur Hartvlig or Bryan ClairE.; for software. 

6 .0 PDP 11 SOFTIUiRE NE\l~ 

6.1 Distribution Of RSX11bV). 1 

Tne distribution of the RSX1 n:V3. 1 operating system is slowly 
progressing. There are nOH five (5) departments with systems 
installed. These include CommerCE; (Batch Station) , Electrical 
Engineering, Clinical Sciences (Royal Brisbane Hospital), Physics, 
Chemistry. 

Electrical EngincE,ring have RSX running on a PDP11/40 with 80K 
words of memory, a RK05F/J disk set, floppy disk drives and three 
terminals. Their students have accoss to it and lack of disk space 
already ShovlS tho nood for a close look at system procedures and 
restrictions in cases vJhere large numbers of users arc using limited 
resourc(;s. As far' as distribution to other University departments is 
concerned, it has been decided to distribute a "standard system" which 
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seems sufficiently applicable to most installations for the initial 
purpose of ligetting to know the system". After a brief teething 
period, arrangements can be made with tho Computer Centre to have a 
tailored system generated. This standard system should happily 
support two users in 32K word memory systems doing any type of data 
entry, program preparation, compiling or task building (linking), 
although compiling and linking is best done by ono person at a time. 
Program size can be up to 16K words. 

This system has with it tho following compilers 

hACR0-11 (Assembler) 
FORTRAN-IV (V1C) 
BASIC-11 (V2) 

This systeol also has 'the following utilities: 

PIP -
EDI -
EDT 
TECO -
LER -

FLX -

rum -
Cl'JP -

Peripheral Interchange Program 
RSX Line Editor 
Now DEC Editor 
Text Editor and Corrector 
for generating object ~odulo librarios or macro 
definition libraries 
for interchange b8tween RSX (Files -11) 
DOS-RSTS/E or RT11 file structured devices 
Runoff-report generation 
comparison of two ASCII files 

plus a fowother system maintenance utilities. 

6.2 Documentation Now Available For PDP11s 

Some PDP11 documentation is nO\>1 available from tho Centre. Items 
may be purchased by completing tho attached fornl (at the back of this 
Ne~,jslett6r) and sending it to the Administrative Officer of the 
Centre. 

r1a.nuals ~fill also be on salo at the Hawken Building batch 
station. Other PDP11 documentation will be made available if there is 
sufficient demand. 

6.3 Software Developments For RSX1 m 

Anothcr accounting packago has been acquired from KMS Fusion Inc. 
of Nichigan U.S.A. to operate under RSX11N V3.1. It consists of a 
number of patches to the distributed software and although we have not 
as yet had a chance to implement the package, the accompanying 
documentation suggests a number of nice features including the keeping 
of stats on a user's processor time and disk usage and a method of 
setting a maximum limit on 8. user's disk block: allocation. This may 
prove invaluable in situations where disk space is at a premium in 
large (many) multi user installations. 
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Bryan Claire ext. 3938 

A TECO tutorial manual vJl"itten by Dr. Steve Algie of the Hining 
and t'1etallurgy department is now on sale from the Prentice Computer 
Centro for $2. It is identified as HNT-16. It could be of particular 
interest to PDP11 users since TECO is the only known editor with a sot 
of commands COrJI.'l1on to the DEClO version and the PDP11 versions which 
run under RSX11H, HT11 and RSTS. 

6.5 UNIX 

The UNIX Operating System developed by the Bell Telephone 
Laboratory for PDP=11s is widely usod throughout a number of 
Universities in Europe, iunerica and Australia. Tho Prentice Computer 
Centre has acquired a licence for this software. 

The Department of Computer' Science is currently running an 
experimental UNIX system on their PDP11/34 system. 

Other PDP11/3}~ us~r's int8rcst(~d in seeing a demonstration of UNIX 
may care to contact Dick KGlly of the Department of Computer Science. 

6.6 NACY11 And LNKXll 

t lACY 11 and LNKX 11 ere nm-. available on the DEC 1090 . HACY 11 
produces relocatable object code compatible vlith that produced by 
t1ACRO~ 11. LNKX11 producos absolute format programs from object 
modules produced by I1ACY11 and r.JACRO-11 (with some restrictions). 
Further details may be obtained by printing the files NXI:MACY11.HLP 
and ~'UCI: LNKX 11 . HLP. 

RT11 Version ?B -- ~ 

RT11 version 3B has been r(;leased. It supports the new RL01 
disks (described elsewhere) and EK07 disks as \'/e11 as previously 
supported peripherals. Two nOH utilities are supported: FOm'lAT to 
format RK05 disks on any unit and RESORC which displays "useful" 
information about monitor status, devices, terminals and system 
configuration. Somo problems in V3 monitors have been corrected. 
There have been somo utility enhanc0ments: DUP transfers data more 
quickly. DIR has a IV option to print volume identification and owner 
name; use eommand "DIRECTORY/VOLUhEIDii. 

SYSGEN'd V3B monitors will be availablo from the Centre in early 
July. Contact Arthur Hartwig (extension 3021) to arrange this. 
Support for RT-11 V3 will cease at the Gnd of August. 
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The lat0st rolcasc of HSX11H (V3.1) includes an option for 
writing a iicrash dUIi1p~1 filo when the system discovers an irrecoverable 
error. If' the system types on th8 console a message of the form 
i'PleasG lilOunt scratch disk in DKO then continue11 then halts, it is 
about to write a crash dump and is Haiting for the user to mount a 
scratch disk in the designated drive before writing the dump. It is 
important to note that tho crash dump is written in a non-file 
structured fashion and will over\~ite bootstrap, and directory 
information. If you don't want the dump just re-boot the system 
otherwise b0 careful what disk is in the designated drive for any 
files on that disk will be irretrievably lost. 

There is a crash dump analysis utility (CDA) which reads the 
crash dump and reports what was happening in the system at the time of 
the crash. This information is sometimes helpful in isolating 
problems which cause the system to crash. 

7.0 ~JHAT IS PASCAL? 

PASCAL is a procedure oriented high level programming language 
designed by N. Wirth of ETE Zurich (an educational establishment) in 
the late 1960'S. 

Educators arc showing inter'est in PASCAL because it allot-IS them 
to teach progra~ling concepts without becoming entangled in language 
details. Some of the attractions are: 

- clean but strict syntax VJhich allows clear self 
documenting statements. 

- variables are predefined beforE~ thE:y are used 
- variable namos may be any length 
- data types include integer, real, Boolean and character 
- statements are not restricted to one line or one-per-line 
~ data structures (array, record, set, file) may be 

combined and nested 
~. block structure and if = then=Glse encourages thE) 

application of structurud programming ideas 
A samplG of PASCAL program is shot-ill below. 

"mile not E011 do 
begin HSTAR : = 0: 
for I:=1 to 4 do 
if' input'" = ';j~' then 
begin NSTiiR:= NSTAR+1; get(input) end; 

if NSTAR :: 4 then EOl'~1 : = true 
else 

begin for I=::1 to IiSTAR do writC('iii'); 
vlhile not eoln(input) do 

bGgin read(C); writc(C) end; 
writeln; 

end; 
readlni 

endi 
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7 . 1 v_l'lY PASCAL? 
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PASCAL proponents will typically cite the following reasons why 
existing languages are inadequate for their teaching requirements: 

PL/1 : 
COBOL: 

FORTRAH: 
BASIC: 
CORAL: 

ilToo complex i1 

rllnconvcnicnt and too much ovcrhead for teaching general 
concopts il 

"outdated and full of idiosyncrasies" 
"Too simple and lacking in expressive powerij 

iVi·Jhat?11 

For people just jumping on the PASCAL bandwagon: the BASIC 
extensions of BASIC-PLUS may be enlightening. It offors many of the 
PASCAL features mentioned above and in EPG \-IE; know its proven 
effectiveness in a teaching environment. However, ther\';; is a lot of 
emotion surrounding PASCAL and its number of followers increase daily. 
TI1ere is a world~wide PASCAL Users Group (PUG) and a very active 
PASCAL SIG irl DECDS. 

7.2 PDP-11 nnplomentation Of PASCAL 

Officially DIGITAL is keeping a 9iHatchful eye ii on PASCAL 
developments. ~K~ are also watcbing closely other developments in high 
level structured languages, such as the forthcoming language 
specification for the. U.s Department of Dcfenso. 

However, DIGITAL does liaise closely with the PASCAL SIG and is 
awarE) of scv8r'al PDP-11 PASCAL implEmentations. The most llidely known 
compilers ar(J listed below. In fiddition there are: several university 
implolTlEmtations whictl circulate on an informal basis (Colorado & 
Edinburgh are examples). 

7.::; HDSH'I Compiler' For RSX= 11/IAS fi.!."1d RSTS/E 

This iiBlock Structured l'-Jacrov, compiler was originally developed 
under DOS~11 by Brian Lucas at the: National Bureau of Standards. The 
DEeUS PASCAL SIG under the dire:ction of John Barr has boen active in 
implementing and debugging it under other oporating systems. An 
RSX-11f'l v0rsion was widely circulated at Spring & Fall DECUS Sessions 
in 1977. It is a two pass compiler implGDenting most standard PASCAL 
features. It needs approximately 20K words of RSX task space. When 
the RSTS/E version is completed (around April) it vlill be submitted to 
DECUS. 

Environment: 

Availability: 

PDP-11/3L~ and higher (necds EIS). 
RSX~ 1 11'1, nSX-11D, lAS and RSTS/E 

Prior to DECDS release contact: 
John R. Barr 
377/C209 
Hugh0s Aircraft Company 
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Box 92919 
Los Angeles, California 90009 
Phone (213) 648-8295 (~.j(;dnesdays only) 

Price: Send 600' magnetic tape. No cost. 

3178 
28Jun78 

7.4 or'lSI PASCAL-1 For HSTS/E And RT11 

This compiler is a descendant of the Electro Scientific 
Industries RT=11 version (see reference 2). It is intended for users 
who need a powerful fast version of standard PASCAL and gives full 
access tc RSTS/E systOIn facilities. It is not suitable for naive 
users since it demands a reasonable level of sophistication and 
knowh:dge of linking and loading pr~ocedurcs. 

Environment: 

Available from: 

Prico: 

RT11 on 16K 11/03 or higher 
RSTS/E V6A with O~SI-RT; or RSTSIE V6B 

OREGON r iinicomputer Softvlare, Inc. 
2340 0. -~L Canyon Road 
Portl3J."1d, Oregon 97201 
(503) 22G-7760 
and distributors in Canada, Australia, UK, 
Gernany, S"dtzerland and Israel. 

~.; 1500 for first operating system or 
$995 for non=profit- organisation 

7.5 UCSD PASCAL For HSTS/E 

A RSTS/E adapt-ion of a UCSD PDp··11 stand-alone version. This 
compiler is designed for teachers interfJsted in the "PSI approach" to 
CAl. It is more suitable for novices than orISI PASCAL-1. 

Availability: aftor mid 1970 from: 
OREGON Uinicomputer Software (see above) 

Price: To bc dotermined. 

7.6 KarlsruhE: University Compilc:r For DOS/BATCH 

This compilor ·wa.s devc:lopod on a. PDP-11/45 and is described in 
the Proceedings of DECDS, Europe, Septembor 1974. 

Environment: 

Availability: 

DOS/BATCH VOg 

DEeUS 11-246 
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7 .7 Swedish Compiler 
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This is Ci DEC~10 cross-compiler developed by Seved Tor-Stendahl 
of L. M • Ericsson. It gener2. tos code for PDP= 11134 and higher. CIS, 
FIS and FPP ar0; SVJi tch selectable. 

Environment: nSX-11l'1 

Availability: To be submitted to DECUS. Until then contact 
DECUS PASCAL SIG. Address as above for IiBSlvF' 
compilor. 

Note: DIGITAL accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of the 
above infonnation, nor' can it attest as to the suitability of these 
compilers for a specific configuration or application requirement. 
The information is supplied solely to assist you in locating PDP-l1 
implGruentation of PASCAL. 

7.8 For Further Information 

Please contact thE.: Computer CE.ntro (Arthur Harblig or Bryan 
Claire) for further information. 

The Computer Centre has copies of both the viBSWI and 
compilers and is invGstigating obtaining the OHSI compiler. 
do not have a suitable means of distributing theso compilers 
we do they will be available to dcpart~cnts on request. 

8.0 US DEPT. DEFElICE ADOPT.:.! PDP11-ARCHITECTURE 

Ii Swedish 11 

As yet we 
but when 

Arthur' &118 (Professor of Computing ScienCE; 1 University of 
Tasr.lania) has a cor.Jlilent of interest. 

ViYou l:18.Y have: missed one of the most important announcements of 
thE; last year from the USA. In the detailed information reaching us, 
tho US Department of Defence have now adoptcd a uniform standard 
computer architecture for' nIl future tilL-SPEC computers. It turns out 
that the PDP~11 archite:ctur(} was chosen, with a few modifications, 
mostly to the addressing capability. The implications are vory 
linportant: because the Dc;par·tment Hon' t tolerate monopolies, the 
PDP-11 arahi tecture vIill be manufactured by several suppliers; 
therefore thore: will be intense competition and voluIne production; 
therofore there will be a civilian spin~off. 

So don't be surprised if in a few years time you find PDP-11 
architectures all ovcr the placE:.; in the areas we nml call the mini~ 
and micro=markets. I only hope we manage to keep some variety alivej 
perhaps by then we ',lill be able to get a 370-on-a-chip to provide some 
competition?ii 
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9 .0 RLO 1 DISK SYSTEI'JS 
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Listed below is a summary of RL01 disk drive specifications 
(courtesy of DEA). 

1. RL 11 is now supported by RSX11=N 3.1 and RT11 V3B. 

2. 1be disk cartridge is type number RL01K-DC, cost $170.00 
approx. 

9.1 Configuration: 

1. Disks arc top loading 

2. The control18r mounting space requirement is a single HEX 
slot. 

3. The control18r consumes 5A max at 5V, 0.5A max at +15V, and 
0.5A Nax at -15V. 

4. Bus LOADS drawn is one. 

5. Requires min of 16K to run diagnostics. 

6. Bootstrap is via t1R11-EA (~~9312). 

7 . Nax Subsystem cable length 30.5 ill. 

8. f'·]ax drives per controller ~ 4. 

9. RL 11 \-lill operate on all UNIBUS PDP11' s. 

9.2 RL01 Environment 

1. The drive is rack mounted with standard rack mounting and 
slides for ease of' access. 

2. AC requirements are 180V-261-IV at 50/60 HZ. 

3. Disk current START/RUNNING 2.5A10.S5A e 230V. 

4. Heat Dissipation ~ 600 BTU/fIR/DRIVE. 

5. Operating Temperature - 10 'c to 40'C. 

6. Relative Humidity - 10%~90% max, \<Jet bulb 28'C4. 

7. Hax Operating Altitude - 2438H at 35.6'C. 
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9.3 Perfor8ance 

1. capacity ~ 5.2 tlbytes 

2. Embedded Servo ~ no alignment cartridge required. 

3178 
28Jun78 

3. Access Time - Average Seek - 55 mScc Average Latency 125 
mSec 

4. Poak Transfer Rate - 512 Kbytes/sec. 

5. BPI 3725 

6. TPI - 125 

7. lJumbcr of Platters = 

8. Hecording surfaces ~ 2 

Cost is approximately $5200 for controller and first drive and 
approxlinately $3800 for subsequent drives. 

Note that RL01s are not supported by existing bootstrap devices. 

10.0 CHARGE RATES 

The follO\-Jing charge rates apply to Uni varsity of Queensland and 
Griffith Unive:f'sity only. Tho services ar8 not available to groups 
external to tho Universities. 

10.1 Installation 

1. Digital EquipmGnt Corporation Packag8d Systems - installation 
and acceptance tests of hard\Jaro and software. 

No charge 

2. Digital Equipment Corporation or Centre supported add-on 
equipment installation. 

2% of capital cost 

3. Provision of special equipment cabling etc. 
Parts at cost + 15% and labour rates'* 

4. Hon Centre supported equipment 
nogotiablc 
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10.2 Hardvlarc [-lB.int8nance 

Equipment supplied by Digital Equipment Corporation or supported 
by the Centre 

10.3 

1. Supply of spares (Boards vlill not be loaned for testing) 
Cost + 15% 

2. Printed circuit board (PCB) swap and repair 
15% of capital cost of PCB 

3. Contract r--1aintcnanC0 = a complete preventivo and remedial 
maintenance service including supply of spares for computing 
equipment and associated peripherals including console 
terminal but Gxcluding other connected terminals. 

7.5% of capital cost of equipment 

4. Engineoring consulting servico to provide support to 
departmental staff in diagnosis of faults. 

Parts at cost + 15% and labour rates* 

5. Installation of Engineering Charge Orders (ECOs) 
Parts at cost + 15% and labour rates* 

6. Non-Centro supportc"d (:quipmcnt 
negotiable 

Ter'minal t1aintenance c..'hargos 

1. TI723 $240 p.a. 

2. LA36 ;~200 p.a. 

3. TGletype 43 $200 p.o. 

4. ADH-3A ~200 p.2. 

5. VT55 :t300 p.a. 

6. Diablo 1620 $350 p.a. 

7. LS120 $400 p.a. 

8. U\180 ¢300 p.a. 
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10.4 Soft\-iarc SupDliod £y Dip;i tal Equip-ment Corporation 

1 . Generation and distribution 
subsequent maintenance rGlGClscs 

of initial softi/are and 

No charge 

2. Subsequent generations of 
configurations 

software for neH hardware 

Labour ratcs'~ 

3. l"lodif'ications of standard systems software to meet special 
requirements of users 

labour ratos~ + 30% 

liote that where it is necessary to supply softiV'are on media (e. g . 
disk pac~~) a charge will be raad.:; for the cost of the pack + 15%. 

10.5 wneral H.lrdware Soft1-Jilrc And Applications Programming Support 

The Computer Centre ~Jill ondeavour- to assist by l'JaY of 
consultation and/or design and development with any mini/micro 
computer problem. Our advice may be to direct you to an external 
group \nlO are better set up to do the job more economically and 
effectively than thE: Centre. Any Hork undertaken by the Contr(; not 
covered by specific charge rates above must be thE) subject of a 
quotation by the Centre and authorisation by the department. 

~" Labour Rates 

1. Projects involving 25 hours or less of continuous work, or 
for projects not of a continuous nature 

$12.00 per hour 

2. Projects of a continuous nature greater than 25 hours 

14 

Actual salary costs of staff 
involvE-d (based on 230 day 
~ar) plus a 15% management fee. 

Director extension 2189 



11.0 COLPUTEHS lli RESEARCH.;.: 11 flICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIOn 

Allan \Joodland 
Prentice Cowputcr Centre 

J/78 
28Jun73 

The Computer Sciencc Department is currently developing, under a 
g!~ill1t f1"O[;l the ARGC 1 '-' self-contained microprocessor-based 
HorCl-prOcGssing system. The soft\iare associated 'v{ith this project is 
being dc:veloped by the Computer Centre under contract to the 
Depurtracnt. 

1ho systeI;l is designed to produce high-quality documents with 
cOf.1plex layouts. The textual, diagramr.1atic and formatting information 
IIJhich makes up a document arc captured or edited in essentially the 
SaL1C order in 'vJi1ich their' effects are seen in tho printing of the 
dOeUIJCnt. An operator needs no lmoVJlede;e of formatting eOll1.mands as 
in, for example, HutJOFF. Rather 1 characters are produced, and 
foruatting and editing functions are invoked, via key strokes. The 
systcrJ may be used as an electric tYPC\Jriter, as an intelligent 
computer terminal, or as a stand-alone system \-"ith its mm storage. 

The software \ihich controls the various components of the system 
runs on a 110torola [16800 microprocessor. A keyboard with a standard 
ASCII key layout supplemented by approximately 40 additional keys is 
scanned by the software, Hhich maps keystrokes into ~;charactersli j 

p8rfotTJs debouncing and n-key rollover, and provides accelerating 
autot1atic repetition of selected keys. The supplier uses a Diablo 
incremental printer Hhich can be positioned to an accuracy of 1/120 
inches horizontally and 1/48 inch vertically. It can operate at 
al-Jproxir.li'J.tely 45 characters per second. The software which drives the 
printer supplies it with character's and positive or negative vertical 
and horizontal movements. Local storage is provided by two 
floppy-disk drives Hith direct-DGmory=access to RAli. LED displays 
~Jfll.cn physically fOrid a part of the keyboard convey various 
inforraation such as horizontal and vertical position (of the Diablo) 1 

error codes and the current status (on/off) of certain modes. 
COmIiJunication ~J'ith another SystCfll is via a standard (EIli. RS232C) 
serial interface. 

Th8 softH<lrC modules Wl"lich control the above components are all 
interrupt driven and arc v_ritten in Assembly language. 

li. non=interrupt task which runs in the background implements 
r(;quircd functions and so provides the system Hith its intelligence. 
It processes a stream of characters (textual, formatting or editing) 
which CODlCS from tho keyboard and/or a file and translates them into 
appropriate characters and movements for the printer. Ir1 the case of 
editing, the streaIa (possibly modified) is passed to a new filo. This 
part of' tl1e system is \.Jritten in PL/1tJ vlhich is a high-lcv€l language 
similar to Int8l' s PL/t J. 

It is hoped that th€ systcra ~dll gain "/ide acceptance principally 
bcc&usc of its ease of usc in the production of high quality 
docUIilCmts. 

--------000--------
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PDP11 Documentation Order 

Qty. Description 

PDP 11 Fortran Language Ref t1anual 

IAS/RSX Fortran IV User's Guide 

Basic 11 Language Ref t1anual 

IAS/HSX Basic User's Guide 

RSX11N Pocket Reference Card 

IAS/RSX Basic V2 Doc Kit 

IAS/RSX FIV Doc Kit 

RSX11U V3. 1 Doc Kit 

Charge to Account Ho.: 

Ordered by: 

Phone number: 

Department: 

Unit 

$14 

$14 

$16 

$16 

$1 

$35 

$35 

$320 

Price 

3/78 
28Jun78 

Total Price 




